CALIFORNIA CONSUMER $30 INCENTIVE FORM

Form must be completed clearly and in its entirety.

Only intact mercury thermostats are eligible. Mercury thermostats must be sealed in a plastic bag with completed form and dropped off at a participating collection location. A check will be sent to the consumer after processing the mercury thermostats.

Date: __/__/____

Collection Location: __________________________ Street Address: __________________________

City: __________________ State: ______ Zip: __________ Phone Number: __________________________

Consumer Name (Payable To): _________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: _________________________________________________________________
(For Payment)

City: __________________ State: ______ Zip: ______

Phone: __________________ Email: __________________

Physical Address: _____________________________________________________________
(Where mercury thermostat was removed)

Count of Mercury Thermostats Returned: __________ X $ 30.00 = $ ______________________

(5 thermostats maximum per bag, per form. Thermostats will be counted and checked to verify each contains mercury.)

“I certify that the mercury thermostats returned for recycling were removed from the place of residence stated above during the course of maintenance or repair in California.”

Signature of Payee __________________________ Name (Please Print) __________________________ Date _________

Payment is contingent upon receipt of container from collection location. By law, collection locations are required to return bin once a year for processing. Retain COPY of this form for your records.

Learn more about the collection process: ThermostatCare.org/Consumers

To Contact: ThermostatCare.org | Info@ThermostatCare.org
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